From Hiroshima to a Healthy Tomorrow: Embracing Our Common Humanity—Annual protest and rally held at the gates of Livermore Laboratory, this year broadcast virtually.

WHEN: Hiroshima Day, Thursday, August 6 from 8 am to 9:30 am Pacific Time

LINK: Just before 8 am Pacific Time on August 6 this link is set go live for a national broadcast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_8qpE8RPJo

ADDITIONALLY: The link will also be displayed prominently on the collaborative, national website at www.HiroshimaNagasaki75.org (In the unlikely event of technical difficulty, please also check this site on August 6).

RALLY SPEAKERS & MUSIC: Livermore rally speakers include noted historian and author Gar Alperovitz, Pentagon planner and whistleblower Daniel Ellsberg, and Nagasaki A-bomb survivor Rev. Nobuaki Hanaoka, Marylia Kelley of Tri-Valley CAREs, singer Betsy Rose and more. (Scroll down for photos and short bios for all speakers and musicians.)

NOTES: The Livermore Lab rally at 8 am Pacific Time will kick off two days of nationally broadcast programming on this historic 75th anniversary of the U.S. atomic bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This unprecedented nationwide event, with continuous programming running on both August 6 and 9, is organized by more than 160 organizations working together through the Hiroshima Nagasaki 75 collaboration. Tri-Valley CAREs is a proud partner in this national coalition.

For the full 2-day schedule: https://www.hiroshimanagasaki75.org/events
The August 6 full day broadcast link is the same as above https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d_8qpE8RPJo
The August 9 full day broadcast link is https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Qq7ngF7z4l